Carbonaceous presolar grains of supernovae origin have long been isolated and are determined to be the carrier of anomalous 22 Ne in ancient meteorites. That exotic 22 Ne is, in fact, the decay isotope of relatively short-lived 22 Na formed by explosive nucleosynthesis, and therefore, a selective and rapid Na physical trapping mechanism must take place during carbon condensation in supernova ejecta. Elucidation of the processes that trap Na and produce large carbon molecules should yield insight into carbon stardust enrichment and formation. Herein, we demonstrate that Na effectively nucleates formation of Na@C 60 and other metallofullerenes during carbon condensation under highly energetic conditions in oxygen-and hydrogen-rich environments. Thus, fundamental carbon chemistry that leads to trapping of Na is revealed, and should be directly applicable to gas-phase chemistry involving stellar environments, such as supernova ejecta. The results indicate that, in addition to empty fullerenes, metallofullerenes should be constituents of stellar/circumstellar and interstellar space. In addition, gas-phase reactions of fullerenes with polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons are investigated to probe "build-up" and formation of carbon stardust, and provide insight into fullerene astrochemistry.
Carbonaceous presolar grains of supernovae origin have long been isolated and are determined to be the carrier of anomalous 22 Ne in ancient meteorites. That exotic 22 Ne is, in fact, the decay isotope of relatively short-lived 22 Na formed by explosive nucleosynthesis, and therefore, a selective and rapid Na physical trapping mechanism must take place during carbon condensation in supernova ejecta. Elucidation of the processes that trap Na and produce large carbon molecules should yield insight into carbon stardust enrichment and formation. Herein, we demonstrate that Na effectively nucleates formation of Na@C 60 and other metallofullerenes during carbon condensation under highly energetic conditions in oxygen-and hydrogen-rich environments. Thus, fundamental carbon chemistry that leads to trapping of Na is revealed, and should be directly applicable to gas-phase chemistry involving stellar environments, such as supernova ejecta. The results indicate that, in addition to empty fullerenes, metallofullerenes should be constituents of stellar/circumstellar and interstellar space. In addition, gas-phase reactions of fullerenes with polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons are investigated to probe "build-up" and formation of carbon stardust, and provide insight into fullerene astrochemistry.
O ne of the most profound findings in cosmochemistry has been the isolation and study of presolar grains recovered from carbonaceous chondrites, which are ancient meteorites (1) (2) (3) . A particularly striking example is the micrometer-sized lowdensity graphite grains of supernovae origin (1, 4) . This discovery was due to identification of noble gas isotopic anomalies identified by mass spectrometry; upon stepwise heating of bulk samples of carbonaceous chondrite, highly enriched 22 Ne is released (3, 4) . That observation led to the possibility that exotic 22 Ne was a decay product of the extinct nuclide 22 Na, produced from a supernova explosion (5) . Subsequently, 22 Ne was used as a guide to pinpoint the tiny carbonaceous grains embedded within the bulk meteorite, and the supernovae origin was further confirmed by other isotopic "cosmic fingerprints" (2-4). Thus, these particular carbonaceous grains represent a direct chemical sample from a supernova.
Despite many detailed experiments on presolar carbonaceous grains, the mechanism whereby 22 Na is selectively trapped to enrich stardust remains a puzzle. The carbon chemistry of supernova ejecta, in part, determines the composition of carbon stardust. Supernovae-originating dust is ejected into the interstellar medium (ISM), directly impacting interstellar chemistry and subsequent stellar evolution. Furthermore, dust is ubiquitous in the universe, and recent observational studies suggest that supernovae are major dust contributors (6) (7) (8) . Therefore, study of the gas-phase chemical processes that can operate under conditions of stellar outflows should provide insight into a broad range of phenomena, including stellar and interstellar chemistry, distribution of carbon in the universe, and supernova mixing.
Fullerenes have been principal astronomic molecular targets since the discovery of Buckminsterfullerene, C 60 (9, 10) . The closed-caged molecules, however, have only recently been confirmed to exist in circumstellar and interstellar environments. C 60 and C 70 were first unequivocally detected in a planetary nebula in 2010, which was thought to be hydrogen deficient (11) . Thereafter, Buckminsterfullerene was detected in hydrogenrich [including the least H-deficient R Coronae Borealis stars] (12, 13) and oxygen-rich environments (14) , as well as the ISM (15) and a protoplanetary nebula (16) . Moreover, fullerenes have been detected in a host of other circumstellar and interstellar sources, with new reports of cosmic fullerene detection constantly emerging.
Fullerenes have recently been experimentally shown to selfassemble in condensing carbon through a closed network growth (CNG) mechanism (17, 18) , in which small fullerenes form initially and then progress into larger species, such as C 60 , by incorporation of atomic and diatomic carbon into growing cages. That process resolves how fullerenes form spontaneously under highly energetic conditions from carbon vapor, as well as how C 60 forms as the most abundant species. The CNG mechanism for fullerene formation should occur in condensing carbon vapor of stellar ejecta; although, formation by photochemical processing of existing carbonaceous materials, such as hydrogenated amorphous carbon (HACs), polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), or PAH-like structures, could also be important formation routes (12, 19, 20) . Indeed, such photochemical processing could work in tandem with CNG formation to produce
Significance
We experimentally study the processes that result in fullerene formation in oxygen-and hydrogen-rich carbon gas. Metallofullerenes are found to form as readily as empty cages and thus, like fullerenes, should be important constituents of (circum)stellar/interstellar space. Element trapping by metallofullerene formation is shown to be selective and rapid, which can explain long-standing astrophysical puzzles such as the anomalous element enrichment of stardust. Infrared spectroscopic signatures are simulated to provide an observational test for metallofullerenes in space. Further, energetic reactions between larger polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) and fullerenes are established form stable classes of complex molecules that hold high astrochemical importance. Bottom-up fullerene growth is also demonstrated to result from PAH processing, another potentially important extraterrestrial formation mechanism.
C 60 and other larger fullerenes in lower-energy conditions, outside of stellar environments. We note that because energetic barriers are low or nonexistent for incorporation of C and C 2 into closed cages and carbon catalyzed bond rearrangements (17) , CNG formation should also be possible in circumstellar environments, such as planetary nebula.
Many investigations into the astronomical origin of these hollow caged molecules are currently under way. By contrast, little consideration has been given to endohedral metallofullerenes, which are cages that encapsulate metals and other elements, as relevant astrochemical species. Understanding how large carbon molecules can form in the hostile environments of stellar outflows is a central issue that should offer valuable information on the origin and cosmic role of fullerenes. Critical insight into that problem can be achieved by study of the key processes and resulting molecular products formed through carbon condensation reactions in high-energy oxygen-and hydrogen-rich environments.
Herein, we explore carbon condensation and interaction with Na under highly energetic conditions by use of a pulsed supersonic cluster source (21) , analyzed by ultrahigh-resolution Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance (FT-ICR) mass spectrometry (22) and supported by density functional theory (DFT) calculations. We show that the Na atom and ion appears to catalyze the nucleation of fullerenes in oxygen-and hydrogen-rich environments to produce Na@C 60 , as well as other Na@C 2n (in which C 2n is an even-numbered fullerene cage), in high relative abundance. Based on the experimental results, we propose that metallofullerene formation is the basic process that traps radioactive 22 Na in condensing carbon of stellar environments, such as supernova ejecta, before decay into highly inert 22 Ne. The same atom trapping and growth processes occur for many other elements, thus many different metallofullerene species may impact astrochemical processes. Accordingly, the application of metallofullerenes to celestial roles could unravel many long-standing astrophysical puzzles, as well as provide perspective on large carbon molecule formation in space. Finally, gasphase interaction of fullerenes and PAHs are probed under energetic conditions to provide fundamental insight into fullerene astrochemistry and formation of carbonaceous dust.
Results and Discussion
Formation of Na@C 60 from Carbon Gas. The conditions of supernova ejecta guarantee that gaseous atoms and ions are the starting point to molecular growth and grain formation (2, 3) . Condensation then occurs after the gas cools to the appropriate condensation temperature. Likewise, laser ablation of a carbon target rod by use of a pulsed supersonic cluster source generates carbon vapor consisting of gaseous atoms and ions (17) . Condensation occurs only after carbon gas cools from thousands of degrees Celsius to the appropriate condensation temperature. The presence of helium cools the carbon gas to condensation temperature on a convenient experimental time scale. Thus, high-energy gas-phase carbon chemistry can be experimentally probed. The same carbon chemistry should operate in other highly energetic environments, such as stellar ejecta.
In order for metallofullerenes, such as Na@C 60 , to be astrochemically viable, the endohedral atom must be an element that readily incorporates within cages. Fullerenes are known, however, to encapsulate only particular elements in condensing carbon vapor (23) . Whereas some group I elements have successfully been encapsulated, there have been no experimental investigations of Na in condensing carbon. The only reports of Na@C 60 formation are through ion implantation into preexisting C 60 films at extremely low yields (24) . Experimental constraints have likely precluded the Na-carbon condensation system from previous study. For example, unambiguous identification of Na@C 60 and other Na@C 2n requires detection of isotopic distributions, and thus the relevant ∼6.5-mDa mass differences between empty cages and Na-containing metallofullerenes must be resolved. Analysis by the present 9.4 T FT-ICR mass spectrometer provides ultrahigh resolution and high mass accuracy, and overcomes that experimental challenge (22, 25) .
To probe the ability of Na to nucleate metallofullerene formation in carbon plasma, a Na-doped carbon rod (1.0 atom % Na) was subjected to laser ablation (∼35 mJ•cm −2 fluence or 5 mJ per pulse) under a 10-psi He flow. Because 22 Na is not available for experimental study, 23 Na is used. Both isotopes exhibit the same essential chemical reactivity and kinetics, and thus 23 Na can be used to accurately elucidate interaction of 22 Na with carbon plasma. Fig. 1 shows the cluster cations generated under conditions that yield empty-caged fullerenes. The emptycaged species are observed, as expected, but an entire family of carbon clusters containing a single Na atom is also present. Na@C 60 forms as the most abundant species, followed by Na@C 70 . All Na@C 2n are unequivocally resolved from the "overlapping" empty cages. For example, as shown in Fig. 1 , Na@C 60 is clearly resolved from empty cage C 62 , definitively showing that Na@C 60 spontaneously forms in condensing carbon. Fragmentation experiments unambiguously confirm that Na@C 60 and all other Na@C 2n cluster ions formed are endohedral metallofullerenes (Fig. S1 ). The investigations also reveal that the Na@C 60 cluster is highly robust with respect to thermal dissociation.
The carbon cage isomer of Na@C 60 is almost certainly I h -C 60 . Note that the I h -C 60 cage has been structurally confirmed to encapsulate another group I element, Li@I h -C 60 (26) . I h -C 60 is the fullerene most resistant to reaction with atomic and diatomic carbon (17) . Consequently, C 60 is a kinetic obstacle in CNG from smaller to larger fullerenes, resulting in its dominant production in condensing carbon. The observed distribution of Na@C 2n ( Fig. 1 , Inset) provides strong agreement for that formation path with regard to Na-containing cages and thus the icosahedral cage structure for Na@C 60 , which obeys the isolated pentagon rule (27) . Quantum chemical calculations show that Na preferentially resides 1.03-1.06 Å from the center of the icosahedral cage ( Fig.  1) . Interaction between the encapsulated Na atom and the cage is weak, with 1.2 electrons (e) charge transfer from Na to the cage for neutral Na@C 60 . The molecule should be ionized in the energetic and radioactive environment of supernovae, making our detection of a stable Na@C 60 cation highly relevant. Our DFT calculations indicate Na@C 60 + exhibits nearly identical structure to Na@C 60 .
Metallofullerene and Fullerene Formation in Oxygen-and HydrogenRich Environments. Oxygen may be present when astrochemical carbon condensation reactions take place in stellar ejecta (2-4, 28, 29) . For instance, mixing of element-rich concentric shells or zones likely occurs in supernova ejecta, and the carbon-rich zones may inherently possess oxygen. Further, oxygen can be present in other important stellar outflows that are thought to be major sources of carbon molecules and dust: for example, asymptotic giant branch (AGB) and carbon stars. Therefore, metallofullerene and fullerene formation in oxygen-rich environments was experimentally probed. Fig. S2 shows the cluster cations generated from Na-seeded carbon vapor under a 10-psi flow of combined oxygen and helium (5 psi O 2 and 5 psi He); all other parameters are unchanged. Endohedral metallofullerenes and fullerenes are still observed, with Na@C 60 forming as the dominant metallofullerene and C 60 as the dominant empty cage. The overall ion abundance declined by an order of magnitude compared with formation in pure He, revealing that although oxygen reduces the efficiency of fullerene formation, its presence is not completely detrimental. Surprisingly, Na@C 60 and the Na@C 2n metallofullerene family now exhibit an increased relative abundance to the empty cages (i.e., the abundance of the empty cages appears to have declined to a greater extent than that of the metallofullerenes). In the presence of oxygen, carbon gas available for clustering can be removed by formation of CO and other small molecules, leading to a decrease in fullerene production. Another possibility is that smaller carbon structures, mostly linear chains and rings (30, 31) , can be oxidized, thereby lowering the production of the smallest fullerene(s) that grow into the larger fullerenes, such as Na@C 60 and C 60 . Similar condensation distributions are observed when hydrogen gas is substituted for oxygen, except that the changes in relative abundances are less significant (Fig. S2) .
To more clearly elucidate the effects of oxygen, preexisting I h -C 60 was exposed to carbon vapor at a high pressure of pure oxygen gas, as shown in Fig. S3 . It is clearly demonstrated that C 60 readily grows into larger fullerenes by the CNG formation process. The observed low-abundance cages smaller than C 60 in spectrum are fragmentation products of the original "starting material" C 60 , due to direct interaction with the laser during vaporization. By contrast, when Fig. S3 is compared with growth of preexisting C 60 in carbon gas without oxygen or even in the presence of pure hydrogen (17) , less growth occurs. Similar behavior is expected for the Na-containing metallofullerene species. The lack of fullerene cage destruction by oxidation during growth in oxygen suggests the observed reduction in growth of C 60 into larger fullerenes is most likely caused by free carbon becoming trapped as CO and other smaller reactive structures. The present instrument is not configured for detection of very low-mass species, such as CO. Previous reports, however, show that oxygen substantially affects small carbon clusters, with CO forming in high abundance from carbon vapor under the flow of oxygen (32) . Nevertheless, the present results clearly demonstrate that carbon cages grow in oxygen-rich environments of carbon gas.
Because C 60 is demonstrated to readily grow into larger fullerenes, oxygen must affect initial formation of the smallest fullerenes most significantly, rather than cage growth, during formation from carbon gas without preexisting fullerenes. Oxidation of small fullerene precursors and reduced availability of carbon would decrease small fullerene formation efficiency. However, the ability of metals to actively nucleate carbon (18) should provide a mechanistic advantage for formation of the smallest Na@C 2n , which then (even in the presence of oxygen) grow into larger Na@C 2n . That process can explain the significant change in relative abundance of Na@C 2n and C 2n in Fig. S2 . The ability of carbon to cluster at a high temperature surely permits preferential reaction of cages with carbon gas rather than oxygen (30) . In addition, the highly radioactive environment of supernovae could permit free carbon for clustering even under conditions where O > C, due to CO dissociation (33) to yield fullerenes via CNG formation.
Selective Capture of Na During Carbon Condensation. Another fascinating problem with regard to presolar carbonaceous grains is that 20 Ne should be more than five orders of magnitude more abundant than 22 Na in the Ne/O zone of supernovae where radiogenic 22 Na should be produced (4, 29) . Despite that scenario, radiogenic 22 Na (i.e., 22 Ne) is significantly more abundant than 20 Ne in carbonaceous grains of supernovae origin. Indeed, nearly pure 22 Ne can be observed from grains. To confirm that the trapping process involves Na rather than any Ne isotope, the condensation of Na-seeded (1.0% Na) carbon gas in a 20 Ne-rich (10 psi, natural abundance Ne, >90% 20 Ne) environment was investigated. Na@C 60 is observed to form high relative abundance in the presence of these elements and, importantly, no detectable 20 Ne (nor any other Ne isotope) is incorporated into any carbon cage (Fig. S4) . Thus, Na trapping by carbon cages is proven to be selective, which is critical to achieve the enrichment of 22 Ne (via 22 Na) in supernovae-originating carbon stardust. We note that fullerenes have been claimed to be found in the Murchison meteorite, a carbonaceous chondrite, and that extraterrestrial He was possibly trapped in the some of the cages (34); however, that result is still awaiting confirmation.
Gas-Phase Reaction of Fullerenes with PAHs Under Energetic
Conditions. Presolar graphitic grains exhibit distinct average morphologies. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) studies suggest that the nanostructure consists of graphene-like carbon networks with no long-range order or turbostratic graphite, and also randomly oriented planar networks of hexagonal carbon rings, perhaps up to 3-4 nm in size. Both of these morphologies are essentially PAH skeletal and graphene-like structures (35) . Higher degrees of graphitization can be found in the exterior regions of some high-density carbon grains; however, these grains are more likely to originate from AGB stars than supernovae. In order for 22 Na@C 60 , 22 Na@C 70 , and the many other Na-containing metallofullerenes to enrich carbon stardust, they must incorporate into larger carbon aggregates or growing grains and thus react with the observed graphene-like networks or PAH skeletal structures. To probe that formation process, C 60 and C 70 were exposed to coronene under energetic conditions in the gas phase by vaporization of a fullerene-PAH target. Coronene, a planar network of hexagonal rings, is an astrochemically important molecule (36) and serves as a basic test for reactivity of larger hexagonal networked graphene-like structures. Furthermore, stellar outflows are also thought to be a major source of PAHs found in the universe (37). Thus, reaction of PAHs with fullerenes provides additional insight into fundamental astrochemistry between these two important classes of large cosmic molecules. For example, a better understanding of the carbon structures that produce the enigmatic diffuse interstellar bands (DIBs) can also be achieved by such investigations (38) . Very recently, it has been shown that small PAHs, such as anthracene, can form a DielsAlder cycloaddition product in the gas phase (39) . Although these particular fullerene-anthracene adducts may not be stable enough to exist in circumstellar or interstellar environments, more complex fullerene-PAH products (i.e., fullerene adducts with larger PAHs) are expected to be stable and thus could be present in space. Because the two most abundant Na-containing metallofullerenes, Na@C 60 and Na@C 70 , possess the same structural arrangement of carbon atoms as I h -C 60 and D 5h -C 70 , the reactivity of those empty cages can be used to directly infer the relative gas-phase reaction of PAHs with the Na-encapsulated equivalents. Further, those empty cages should also be present under conditions that form metallofullerenes in stellar ejecta. Gasphase interaction of fullerenes and PAHs are achieved by laser vaporization of a target comprised of the two species. Fig. S5 shows the gas-phase reaction product anions of C 60 or C 70 with coronene (C 24 H 12 ) under energetic conditions (20 mJ·cm −2 or 3 mJ per pulse, 10 psi He). For both fullerenes, a molecular species consisting of the respective fullerene and C 24 H 11 − , singly H-abstracted coronene, are clearly formed. C 70 is observed to be much more reactive than C 60 . In addition, a second cluster anion species that is comprised of a fullerene with coronene that has lost two H atoms is observed at much lower abundance for C 70 . Interestingly, there are also formation products that correspond to larger fullerene cages. Those fullerene species certainly form by carbon incorporation into C 60 or C 70 through the CNG formation mechanism. Fullerene-incorporated carbon must originate from the breakdown of the PAHs because almost no fullerene fragmentation is observed. These observations strongly indicate that processing of circumstellar or interstellar PAHs can result in growth of fullerenes by CNG formation, which may be an important cosmic fullerene production route. That observation also indicates that a high temperature was achieved and thus the combined fullerene-PAH molecules are quite stable in the gas phase.
The resulting positive ion clusters exhibit even more remarkable gas-phase product spectra. Fig. 2 shows the cluster cations produced from gas-phase interaction of C 60 and coronene by vaporization (20 mJ·cm −2 ) of a C 60 -coronene target. C 60 C 24 H 11 + is observed as a primary reaction product, but an appreciable abundance C 60 C 24 H 10 + is also present. Under higher-energy
), CNG formation of C 60 into larger fullerenes occurs much more substantially, and the fullerene-PAH molecular products exhibit much higher abundance. Further, the reaction of doubly H-abstracted coronene with C 60 occurs to a greater extent, as shown in Fig. 2 , by the change in relative abundance for the dominant isotope species of C 60 C 24 H 10 + and C 60 C 24 H 11 + . Under both conditions, clusters corresponding to multiples of coronene at m/z ∼600, ∼900, and ∼1,200 are observed (SI Materials and Methods), with the clusters containing three or more units losing several H atoms from the parent C 24 H 12 PAHs. Under these highly energetic conditions, the negative cluster ions feature a similar increase in CNG of C 60 into larger fullerenes (Fig. S5) . Fig. 3 shows the positive ion mass spectrum for reaction of C 70 and coronene (at 20 mJ·cm −2 ). Notably, C 70 is more reactive to H-abstracted coronenes, C 24 H 10 and C 24 H 11 , than C 60 . At higher energy (∼35 mJ·cm −2 ), a similar increase in CNG of C 70 into larger fullerenes occurs as observed for C 60 . Some of the C 70 is hydrogenated after gas-phase interaction with C 24 H 12 . By contrast, no hydrogenated C 60 is observed under similar conditions. Thus, hydrofullerenes may result from PAH processing. Further, the results also suggest the possibility that certain fullerenes may be important for H abstraction of PAHs. Interestingly, a significant abundance of even more complex clusters also form that correspond to reaction of C 70 with two H-abstracted coronenebased molecular units (Fig. S6) .
To elucidate the structure of these newly formed species, fragmentation studies of the fullerene-PAH product cations were performed. The highly abundant C 70 -PAH reaction products (C 70 C 24 H 10 + and C 70 C 24 H 11 + ) were isolated and then fragmented by collision-induced dissociation by means of sustained off-resonance irradiation (22) , as shown in Fig. S7 . Upon high thermal excitation, intact C 70 results with no other fullerene cage fragmentation products. Importantly, intact C 24 H 11 + and C 24 H 10 + are unambiguously observed as the only other fragmentation products, supporting the proposed structures depicted in Figs. 2 and 3 . After thermal excitation and fragmentation of the parent ions, C 70 C 24 H 10 + is the only surviving parent ion. Thus, the C 70 C 24 H 10 + molecule is much more stable than C 70 C 24 H 11 + . That observation provides strong support for two sites of covalent bonding between C 70 and C 24 H 10 in the corresponding parent structure, whereas the singly , and thus exhibit similar bonding features as the C 70 -PAH cluster ions. Further experimental support for covalent bonding is given by C 59 NC 24 H 11 , which features a single covalent bond between a carbon atom of the fullerene cage and singly H-abstracted coronene (40) . We find that interaction of C 60 or C 70 with smaller PAHs (anthracene, naphthalene) do not exhibit remarkable reaction product spectra, because only extremely low-abundance fullerene-PAH products are observed. Small PAHs may be much less stable than coronene under the present energetic conditions (41, 42) .
If the graphene-like or PAH skeletal networks observed in presolar grains form directly in supernova ejecta (33) , the present work shows that those structures should react with fullerenes and metallofullerenes present. A metallofullerene or fullerene should even be able to react with a preexisting large carbon grain to permit incorporation as well.
Several plausible routes to the formation of carbon stardust that incorporate 22 Na through element capture by metallofullerene formation are possible based on these experimental observations. 22 Na can decay to 22 Ne before or after inclusion into a carbon aggregate, because some fullerenes appear to be rather stable toward gamma-ray irradiation (43) , and Ne@C 60 has been previously demonstrated to be stable (44) . Further, metamorphosis is likely to occur to any carbon grain that is injected into the ISM. Thus, newly formed carbon aggregates or grains in stellar ejecta could initially be comprised of large molecules or nanostructures consisting of fullerenes and polycyclic carbon sheets, and thereafter, phase transformations could alter the carbon nanostructure (45, 46) . In fact, metallofullerenes have been shown to graphitize and exhibit other phase transitions upon heating (47) . The metamorphosis of C 60 and other fullerenes is known and exhibit astrochemically relevant structural transitions (48) . It is interesting to note that the density of metamorphized C 60 falls into the density range of supernovaeoriginating carbon grains (48) .
Effect of Metal Encapsulation on IR Spectra of C 60 . The results show that Na@C 2n and C 2n should react with polycyclic carbon, graphene-like networks and PAHs, and therefore can be incorporated into a carbon grain or participate in astrochemistry in circumstellar or interstellar space. The C 60 cage, however, is shown to be much less reactive than other fullerenes. Consequently, it may be possible for M@C 60 (M indicates metal) metallofullerenes, such as Na@C 60 or empty-cage C 60 , to survive stellar ejecta and escape into interstellar space. Thus, molecular M@C 60 in circumstellar and interstellar space may be spectroscopically observable in the gas phase or on the surface of a grain. To determine the change in IR absorption that results from metal encapsulation, further quantum chemical investigations of Na@C 60 were performed.
Metallofullerenes are described by an ionic model, in which electrons from the encapsulated metal transfer to the carbon cage (18) . Because our Mulliken charge analysis shows a transfer of 1.2 electrons from Na to the C 60 cage, the neutral Na@C 60 is better described as the indissociable ion pair, Na + @C 60 − , in agreement with previous investigations (49, 50) . To separate effects due explicitly to Na and thus determine how charge transfer changes C 60 absorption, vibrational modes for C 60 , Na@C 60 , and C 60 − were calculated. Most of the spectral features of Na@C 60 are reproduced in the C 60 − spectrum, as shown in Fig. 4 . The IR-active vibrational modes for C 60 and Na@C 60 are given in Table S1 . The negatively charged fullerenes have much higher absorption intensities (a factor of ∼10) compared with the corresponding neutral. The lower IR mode frequencies, T 1u − (1-3) , are insensitive to charge state, whereas the T 1u − (4) mode exhibits a significant shift (Fig. S8) . Furthermore, with increasing charge state, those lower modes remain relatively unaffected, whereas the T 1u − (4) continues to shift appreciably (Fig. S8) .
Introducing electronic charge to the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of C 60 breaks system symmetry and activates previously IR-silent modes, notably a distinctive higher peak (1,543 cm −1 ) derived from the Hu (7) and Hg (8) modes at 1,557 and 1,554 cm −1 (SI Materials and Methods, Table S1 , and Fig.  S9 ), consisting of oscillations in opposing pentagons of the cage. The shift of that new mode with increasing negative charge follows a similar trend to the T 1u − (4) mode. Though the calculated spectrum is for a single Na@C 60 configuration, Na motion within the cage is likely to broaden the observed peaks. Given that the primary effect of endofullerene metal addition on IR absorption is simply charge transfer to the fullerene cage, the calculated peak shifts enable estimation of charge transfer in other endofullerene species or, alternatively, to estimate approximate IR peak positions based on the endohedral metal oxidation state.
Conclusions
The explicit demonstration that Na can nucleate carbon to form metallofullerenes, such as Na@C 60 , under highly energetic conditions in oxygen-and hydrogen-rich environments strongly indicates that related endohedral carbon species will form in some stellar outflows, such as supernova ejecta. Thus, the longstanding mystery of how 22 Na, observed as the anomalous 22 Ne in carbon grains, enriches carbon dust can be explained physically by metallofullerene trapping. Dust is known to form ∼350-600 d after a supernova explosion, and the half-life of 22 Na is short; therefore, the present demonstration of spontaneous and rapid metallofullerene element trapping is critical. Further, even after decay to highly inert 22 Ne, that element will remain trapped within carbon. The processes demonstrated for Na in this study occur for many other elements; consequently, many metallofullerenes species could potentially enrich stardust and could be used to understand other celestial processes. This study also serves as a benchmark for empty cage formation in stellar environments. Metallofullerene and fullerene formation, as indicated by this work, appear to agree with other factors that govern carbon dust condensation in supernova ejecta (28, 33) . Furthermore, fullerenes also readily incorporate heteroatoms and other elements into their caged networks (51)-yet another possible fullerene-related route for the enrichment of stardust. The effect of metal encapsulation on IR absorption was investigated theoretically, which should help detect cosmic metallofullerenes. Interestingly, unidentified frequencies in IR spectra of fullerene-rich planetary nebula (11, 52) show notable coincidences to metallofullerenes due to the vibrational mode that becomes IR-active when a metal, such as Na, is encapsulated within C 60 . This work also opens up the possibility that negatively charged cages may be present in certain fullerene-rich environments because the simulations show that they exhibit similar spectral features to neutral metallofullerenes.
To understand how fullerenes may aggregate or incorporate into carbon grains, the interaction of C 60 and C 70 with PAHs was investigated. Gas-phase reactions between H-abstracted coronene and C 60 or C 70 readily occur, and these species can be quite stable. Thus, fundamental reactions between PAHs and fullerenes are shown to produce a likely significant class of cosmic molecules that hold promise to explain other long-standing astronomical problems, such as identification of the carriers of DIBs and spectral emission features of other circumstellar and interstellar environments, and also provide insight into how fullerenes and metallofullerenes can enrich or integrate into carbon grains. Moreover, the CNG formation of fullerenes by the breakdown of PAHs is experimentally revealed in this work, which is likely an important process for circumstellar and interstellar fullerene production.
Materials and Methods
Cluster Source and 9.4 T Fourier Transform Ion Cyclotron Mass Spectrometry. All experiments were performed by laser vaporization (Nd:YAG laser, 532 nm) of Na carbon, C 60 -coated carbon, or fullerene-PAH target rods by use of a pulsed supersonic cluster source and analyzed by a custom-built ultrahighresolution 9.4 T FT-ICR mass spectrometer (17, 18, 51) . Detailed experimental descriptions are available in SI Materials and Methods.
Preparation of Na-Containing Carbon Target. The 12.7-mm diameter Na-doped rods were prepared by mixing graphite powder (99.999%) and NaCO 3 or NaCl to give a 1.0 atomic percent Na target material, which was subsequently molded into a target rod.
Preparation of Graphite-PAH Targets. A total of 500 μg of C 60 (99.9%) or C 70 (>99%) was dissolved in a minimal amount of toluene and applied to the surface of a 6.3-mm ground quartz rod. Next, 500 μg of PAH (coronene, anthracene, or naphthalene), dissolved in a minimal amount of toluene, was applied to the fullerene-coated quartz rod. The rod was then placed in the cluster source at base pressure (1 × 10 −7 torr) for several hours before use to ensure removal of any residual solvent.
Growth of C 60 in Oxygen Gas. A total of 500 μg of C 60 (99.9%) was uniformly applied to the surface of a graphite rod (99.999%). Laser ablation was then performed under a flow of pure oxygen gas (99.999%).
Quantum Chemical Calculations. DFT calculations were performed by use of the Gaussian 09 code with B3LYP exchange correlation and a 6-311G basis set. Further details are given in SI Materials and Methods.
